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The present disclosure concerns communications networks. More specifically, but not exclusively, the present disclosure concerns improving data transport services provided by a first autonomous system (AS) of a communications network to a second autonomous system of the communications network.

In traditional Internet service providers (ISPs), a peering relationship between a Service Provider and an Enterprise Customer (e.g., between Verizon and WellsFargo Bank), or, between two Service Providers themselves (e.g., between Verizon and AT&T) (or more generally, between a first autonomous system (AS) and a second autonomous system (AS)), is predominantly via a point-to-point external border gateway protocol (eBGP) link. (The current version of the border gateway protocol is described in IETF RFC 4271.) Many times, these point-to-point links (e.g., a 1Gbps link, a 10Gbps line, or any other speed link) become congested with too much data (also referred to as "running hot"). This may occur, for example, because of a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack, the customer inadvertently DDosSing itself, poor routing or a failure of certain paths in the networks.

When eBGP links become too congested, there are often many packets dropped at the egress of the service provider on the given link (e.g., at a gateway router of the service provider sharing a link with a customer device). In many router operating systems (such as JUNOS provided in routers by Juniper Networks, Inc. of Sunnyvale, CA), control packets of the BGP protocol are programmed such that BGP transmissions or retransmissions are transmitted over a higher priority queue (Queue-3/Network Control queue for BGP TCP retransmissions) than for normal data transmissions (which typically use a “best efforts” queue). The reason for this implementation is to keep the BGP peering session up by protecting the control packets in cases where the link is getting congested. Consequently, although route-exchange, sessions establishment and maintenance under the BGP protocol happen over a higher priority queue, data packets (as opposed to control packets), by default, get implemented in the best effort queue (or get implemented on a queue that has lower priority than the higher priority queue of the control packets). Thus, control packets (e.g., BGP peering packets) will be communicated with higher priority over data packets. Consequently, even as data packets are dropped, the BGP peering session might not be aware of this because its packets (which are control packets, not data packets) are not dropped and the BGP session itself stays up.

Dropped data packets can lead to a poor experience for the ISP’s enterprise customer (or for a second AS having a peering relationship with a first AS).

BGP dampening, as described in IETF RFC 2439, prevents oscillations when a BGP session is flapping (i.e., going down and coming back up, often multiple times). However, BGP dampening is invoked only when a BGP session itself is flapping, in which case BGP damping penalizes the particular BGP session that is flapping. Unfortunately, BGP flapping might not occur in scenarios where the link is running hot and data packets are being dropped. Again, this is because the control packets of the BGP session are given priority over data packets and the BGP session is not going down. That is, BGP damping won’t even be invoked in scenarios where there are output drops due to link congestion, but no BGP session flap.

Referring to Figure 1, consider an example environment 100 in which an ISP 110 has two of its Gateway (GW) routers 120a, 120b having eBGP peering sessions with customer edge devices 140a, 140b of the same Enterprise customer 130. The ISP 110 advertises the network address prefixes of the customer 130 internally to its other GW routers (e.g., 120c) through internal BGP (iBGP). In accordance with BGP, the GW router 2 120b is used as the primary gateway for the Enterprise Customer’s network address prefixes, while the GW router 1 120a is available as the backup. This selection or configuration may be based on BGP path attributes such as local preference (LP), AS path, origin, etc. In this example, assume that BGP selects the GW router with the highest local preference (LP) value for a given network address prefix as the primary gateway for that prefix. In Figure 1, since the GW router 2 120b has a higher local preference value than that of GW router 1 120a for all of the network address prefixes of the customer 130 (120>100), assume that BGP uses GW router 2 120b as the primary gateway for the network address prefixes of customer 130, while GW router 1 120a is available as the backup gateway.

Assume that the link 115b between the primary GW router 120b and the customer edge device (e.g., customer router) 140b is experiencing congestion, and many data packets are being dropped at the output (e.g., the output queue) of the GW router 2 120b. Unfortunately, the ISP 110 will not see (and be able to address) this problem quickly, unless it is monitoring the link 115b. Typically, the ISP 110 will soon start getting complaints from its customer 130 about applications failing, call drops, and all other problems that occur for the customer 130 when data packets addressed to its prefixes are dropped. The ISP’s 110 customer 130 is not going to be satisfied with such a situation. Typically, the customer 130 is going to report these problems to the ISP’s 110 network operations center (NOC). It is only after the customer 130 has become upset enough to contact the ISP 110 does the ISP learn of the problem!

The ISP 110 would only then realize that there might be a DDoS issue, or that the customer 130 is DDosSing itself. At the ISP 110, if the problem cannot be handled by lower level personnel (e.g., at Tier 1), the problem ticket gets...
Scheduling and load balancing techniques such as multipath are used to avoid congestion, and are typically implemented at the ingress (e.g., GW router 3 120c of Figure 1), not at the egress. Although scheduling permits some data packets to get a higher priority than other data packets, control packets almost always get the highest priority. Therefore, at best, some data packets (if any) in the same queue priority as that of the control packets get protected. Unfortunately, however, data packets in the other queues may be dropped, leading to a poor customer experience. Multipath, in essence, tries to use both of the links simultaneously. However, multipath is static and fixed in nature. It predetermines the traffic that will use one link versus the other, and because of this, unforeseen problems cannot be solved completely.

[0009] Scheduling and load balancing techniques such as multipath are used to avoid congestion, and are typically implemented at the ingress (e.g., GW router 3 120c of Figure 1), not at the egress. Although scheduling permits some data packets to get a higher priority than other data packets, control packets almost always get the highest priority. Therefore, at best, some data packets (if any) in the same queue priority as that of the control packets get protected. Unfortunately, however, data packets in the other queues may be dropped, leading to a poor customer experience. Multipath, in essence, tries to use both of the links simultaneously. However, multipath is static and fixed in nature. It predetermines the traffic that will use one link versus the other, and because of this, unforeseen problems cannot be solved completely.


SUMMARY

[0011] Aspects of the invention are defined in the appended claims.

[0012] According to some implementations of the present teachings, there can be provided a border gateway protocol management solution that is dynamic in nature, and that tries to balance traffic responsive to the detection of a problem.

[0013] In one implementation, in a network environment in which a first AS configured to have a first GW router forward data associated with a set of one or more IP address prefixes, to a second AS system via a first link to a first eBGP peer device of the second AS, the first AS having a second GW router capable of forwarding data to the second AS system via a second link to a (e.g., the same, or another) eBGP peer device of the second AS, there can be provided an improved solution to the problem of data packets dropped at an output (e.g., egress) of the first GW router while the first link between the first GW router and the first eBGP peer device of the second AS is still "up" and while an eBGP session between the first GW router and the first eBGP peer is still up. In some implementations, the solution can avoid the need of a manually implemented, reactive, fix. In some implementations, the solution is invoked before the dropped data packets become very apparent to the customer. In some implementations, the solution notifies the service provider and prompts them to take proactive action, or takes the proactive action itself. In some implementations, the solution lets the enterprise customer use a redundant path more effectively to increase the return on investment value for the enterprise customer.

[0014] Particular aspects and embodiments are set out in the appended claims.

[0015] Viewed from a first aspect there can be provided that, in a first AS configured to have a first GW router forward data associated with a set of one or more IP address prefixes to a second AS system via a first link to a first border device of the second AS, the first AS having a second GW router capable of forwarding data to the second AS system via a second link to a (e.g., the same, or another) border device of the second AS, the problem of data (e.g., packets, cells, etc.) dropped at an output (e.g., egress interface or port, sometimes referred to as an egress, or edge, or GW, peer point) of the first GW router while the first link between the first GW router and the first border device of the second AS is still "up", being addressed by receiving information about dropped data at the output of the first GW router; determining whether a "data traffic offload" condition exists using the received information; changing one or more attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set, responsive to a determination that a "data traffic offload" condition exists, such that the first GW router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set; and outputting the changed one or more attributes for communication to at least one other router of the first AS.

[0016] In the example context of an AS using iBGP and eBGP peering, in a first AS configured to have a first GW router forward data associated with a set of one or more IP address prefixes, to a second AS system via a first link to a first eBGP peer device of the second AS, the first AS having a second GW router capable of forwarding data to the second AS system via a second link to a (e.g., the same, or another) eBGP peer device of the second AS, there can be provided to address a problem of data packets dropped at an output of the first GW router while the first link between the first GW router and the first eBGP peer device of the second AS is still "up" and while an eBGP session between the first GW router and the first eBGP peer is still up, an approach comprising receiving information about dropped data packets at the output of the first GW router; determining whether a "data traffic offload" condition exists using the received information; changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set, responsive to a determination that a "data traffic offload" condition exists, such that the first GW router will be less
likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set; and generating a BGP update message including the changed one or more path attributes for communication to at least one iBGP peer device in the first AS.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017]

Figure 1 illustrates an example environment in which example embodiments consistent with the present teachings may be used.

Figure 2 is a flow diagram of an example method for providing a drop-sensitive prefix BGP path attribute modification.

Figure 3 is a flow diagram of an example method for providing a drop-sensitive prefix attribute modification.

Figure 4 illustrates an environment including two systems coupled via communications links.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of an example router on which the present teachings may be implemented.

Figure 6 is a block diagram of example distributed application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) that may be provided in the example router of Figure 5.

Figures 7A and 7B illustrate example packet forwarding operations of the example distributed ASICs of Figure 6.

Figure 8 is a flow diagram of an example packet forwarding method that may be implemented on any of the example routers of Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 9 is a block diagram of an example processor-based system which may be used to execute the example methods for providing a drop-sensitive prefix attribute modification and/or to store information used and/or generated by such example methods.

Figure 10 is an example environment illustrating operations of an example method for providing a drop-sensitive prefix BGP path attribute modification.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] The present teachings may involve novel methods, apparatus, message formats, and/or data structures for avoiding or reducing dropped data packets at an output of a first GW router while a first link between the first GW router and a first eBGP peer device of a second AS is still "up", and while an eBGP session between the first GW router and the first eBGP peer is still up. The following description is presented to enable one skilled in the art to make and use the teachings, and is provided in the context of particular applications and their requirements. Thus, the following description of embodiments consistent with the present teachings provides illustration and description, but is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the present invention to the precise form disclosed. Various modifications to the disclosed embodiments will be apparent to those skilled in the art, and the general principles set forth below may be applied to other embodiments and applications. For example, although a series of acts may be described with reference to a flow diagram, the order of acts may differ in other implementations when the performance of one act is not dependent on the completion of another act. Further, non-dependent acts may be performed in parallel. No element, act or instruction used in the description should be construed as critical or essential to the present invention unless explicitly described as such. Also, as used herein, the article "a" is intended to include one or more items. Where only one item is intended, the term "one" or similar language is used. Thus, the present invention is not intended to be limited to the embodiments shown and the inventor regards his invention as any patentable subject matter described.

[0019] Example methods consistent with the present teachings will now be described with reference variously to figures 2 and 3.

[0020] Figure 2 is a flow diagram of an example method 200 for providing a drop-sensitive prefix BGP path attribute modification in a system including a first AS configured to have a first GW router forward data associated with a set of one or more IP address prefixes, to a second AS system via a first link to a first eBGP peer device of the second AS. As shown, the example method 200 includes receiving information about dropped data packets at an output of the first GW router. (Block 210). Then, it is determined whether a "data traffic offload" condition exists using the received information. (Block 220) If it is determined that a "data traffic offload" condition does not exist, then the method 200 branches back to block 210. (NO branch of Condition 230). Otherwise, responsive to a determination that a "data traffic offload" condition exists, one or more BGP path attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set are changed such that the first GW router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set (YES branch of Condition 230 and Block 240), and a BGP update message including the changed one or more path attributes is generated for communication to at least one iBGP peer device in the first AS (Block 250), before the method 200 is left (Node 260).

[0021] In some example implementations, the first autonomous system is an Internet service provider and wherein the second autonomous system is a customer of the Internet service provider. In other example implementations, the
peers are both Internet service providers.

Referring back to block 240, in some example embodiments, the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set such that the first GW router will be less likely to forward data associated with at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set includes (A) changing a local preference BGP path attribute of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set, (B) decreasing a local preference BGP path attribute of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set, and/or (C) changing at least one of (i) an AS path BGP path attribute, (ii) an origin BGP path attribute, and/or (iii) a communities BGP path attribute, of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set.

Some example methods may further include generating the received information about dropped data packets at an output of the first gateway router. Some example methods may generate the received information using an interface statistics counter. Other example methods may generate the received information using a management information base (MIB) of a simple network management protocol (SNMP).

Referring back to block 220, in some example methods, the act of determining whether a "data traffic offload" condition exists using the received information includes determining whether (A) a measured dropped packet per time period value, or (B) a measured dropped byte per time period value, included in the received information, exceeds a predetermined parameter. In some such example methods, (A) the measured dropped packet per time period value, or (B) the measured dropped byte per time period value, may be taken from an output queue of the first GW router. In other such example methods, (A) the measured dropped packet per time period value, or (B) the measured dropped byte per time period value, may be taken from an output interface of the first GW router.

In some example methods, the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set consist of a predetermined number of the one or more IP address prefixes. In other example methods, the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set consist of a predetermined percentage of the one or more IP address prefixes.

In some example methods, the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set are selected randomly. In other example methods, the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set are selected in accordance with a predefined heuristic. In such example methods, the predefined heuristic may consider the amount of traffic destined (or dropped) for each of the IP address prefixes of the set.

The example method 200 may be performed locally, on the first GW router. In other example methods, at least the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set, responsive to a determination that a "data traffic offload" condition exists, such that the first GW router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set, is performed by a centralized control unit external to the first GW router.

Finally, the example method 200 may further include sending, by the first GW router, a packet drop sensitive BGP attribute as a BGP capability to an iBGP peer.

As should be appreciated from the foregoing, BGP may be used to monitor factors like congestion and drops on the link over which the eBGP session is established with the customer. When the BGP process finds that the link quality has degraded, it may then feed this data to the prefixes learned over this eBGP session. BGP may then modify the attributes of some of the prefixes so as to make them less preferable. The method may be iterative in nature such that, if after a first iteration, a "data traffic offload" condition still exists, the attribute modification process may be repeated. The goal is to make the GW router less preferable for certain routes, shifting some of the data traffic to another (e.g., redundant, secondary) link, thereby alleviating the problem.

For example, an example BGP process would first resolve the next-hop of the eBGP peering IP address on which the method is configured. The result of this resolution would provide the BGP with an ifl index (e.g., an interface index that maps virtual interfaces to physical interfaces). Using a data input mechanism (e.g., interface statistics counters, SNMP MIBs, etc.), BGP can monitor the output drops/queues to ascertain the quality of the link to determine whether a "data traffic offload" condition exists. The "data traffic offload" condition can be a user configurable parameter in terms of packets or bytes per second drop (e.g., 100 Mpps drops, 500 Mpps drops, etc). Based on this configured parameter, once it is detected that the quality of the link has degraded to an unacceptable degree, BGP can take different mitigating and/or notification actions. These actions can be made user configurable to modify different BGP path attributes like changing the local preference (LP), origin, AS path, communities, logging/alarming, etc. The BGP path attribute modification should be done on a subset of prefixes -- doing it on all the prefixes would likely just move the problem to a different node. The number of such prefixes can again be made user configurable like a set percentage of prefixes learned, or a fixed value (similar to the throughput/queue setting knobs in Class-of-Service (CoS) in the JUNOS operating system provided on routers from Juniper Networks of Sunnyvale, CA). The selection of such prefixes itself can also be made user configurable (e.g., choose the first or last 10 of the prefixes, choose prefixes only in a particular subnet, choose all prefixes except in subnet, choose the prefixes randomly, etc.).

A sample commercial line interface (CLI) implementation template is shown in the following:
Figure 3 is a flow diagram of an example method 300 for providing a drop-sensitive prefix attribute modification in a system including a first AS configured to have a first edge device (e.g., a GW router) forward data associated with a set of one or more IP address prefixes, to a second AS system via a first link to a first border device of the second AS. As shown, the example method 300 includes receiving information about dropped data at the output of the first edge device. (Block 310) Then, it is determined whether a "data traffic offload" condition exists using the received information. (Block 320) If it is determined that a "data traffic offload" condition does not exist, then the method 300 branches back to block 310. (NO branch of Condition 330). Otherwise, responsive to a determination that a "data traffic offload" condition exists, the method 300 changes one or more attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set such that the first edge device will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set (YES branch of Condition 330 and Block 340), the changed one or more attributes is output for communication to at least one other data forwarding device (e.g., router) of the first AS (Block 350), and the method 300 is left (Node 360).

In some example implementations, the first autonomous system is an Internet service provider and wherein the second autonomous system is a customer of the Internet service provider. In other example implementations, the peers are both Internet service providers.

Some example methods may further include generating the received information about dropped data packets at an output of the first edge device. Some example methods may generate the received information using an interface statistics counter. Other example methods may generate the received information using a management information base (MIB) of a simple network management protocol (SNMP).

Referring back to block 320, in some example methods, the act of determining whether a "data traffic offload" condition exists using the received information includes determining whether (A) a measured dropped packet per time period value, or (B) a measured dropped byte per time period value, included in the received information exceeds a predetermined parameter. In some such example methods, (A) the measured dropped packet per time period value, or (B) the measured dropped byte per time period value, may be taken from an output queue of the first edge device. In other such example methods, (A) the measured dropped packet per time period value, or (B) the measured dropped byte per time period value, may be taken from an output interface of the first edge device.

In some example methods, the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set consist of a predetermined number of the one or more IP address prefixes. In other example methods, the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set consist of a predetermined percentage of the one or more IP address prefixes.

In some example methods, the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set are selected randomly. In other example methods, the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set are selected in accordance with a predefined heuristic. In such example methods, the predefined heuristic may consider the amount of traffic destined (or dropped) for each of the IP address prefixes of the set.

The example method 300 may be performed locally, on the first edge device. In other example methods, at least the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set, responsive to a determination that a "data traffic offload" condition exists, such that the first edge device will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set, is performed by a centralized control unit external to the first edge device.

Various example nodes and routers consistent with the present teachings will now be described with reference variously to each of Figures 4 to 9.
forwarding systems 410,420 are example routers, each may include a control component (e.g., a routing engine) 414,424 and a forwarding component 412,422. Each data forwarding system 410,420 includes one or more interfaces 416,426 that terminate one or more communications links 430.

As just discussed above, and referring to Figure 5, some example routers 500 include a control component (e.g., routing engine) 510 and a packet forwarding component (e.g., a packet forwarding engine) 590.

The control component 510 may include an operating system (OS) kernel 520, routing protocol process(es) 530, label-based forwarding protocol process(es) 540, interface process(es) 550, user interface (e.g., command line interface) process(es) 560, and chassis process(es) 570, and may store routing table(s) 539, label forwarding information 545, and forwarding (e.g., route-based and/or label-based) table(s) 580. As shown, the routing protocol process(es) 530 may support routing protocols such as the routing information protocol (RIP) 531, the intermediate system-to-intermediate system protocol (IS-IS) 532, the open shortest path first protocol (OSPF) 533, the enhanced interior gateway routing protocol (EIGRP) 534 and the boarder gateway protocol (BGP) 535, and the label-based forwarding protocol process(es) 540 may support protocols such as BGP 535, the label distribution protocol (LDP) 536 and the resource reservation protocol (RSVP) 537. One or more components (not shown) may permit a user 565 to interact with the user interface process(es) 560. Similarly, one or more components (not shown) may permit an external device to interact with one or more of the router protocol process(es) 530, the label-based forwarding protocol process(es) 540, the interface process(es) 550, and the chassis process(es) 570, via SNMP 585, and such processes may send information to an external device via SNMP 585.

The packet forwarding component 590 may include a microkernel 592, interface process(es) 593, distributed ASICs 594, chassis process(es) 595 and forwarding (e.g., route-based and/or label-based) table(s) 596.

In the example router 500 of Figure 5, the control component 510 handles tasks such as performing routing protocols, performing label-based forwarding protocols, control packet processing, etc., which frees the packet forwarding component 590 to forward received packets quickly. That is, received control packets (e.g., routing protocol packets and/or label-based forwarding protocol packets) are not fully processed on the packet forwarding component 590 itself, but are passed to the control component 510, thereby reducing the amount of work that the packet forwarding component 590 has to do and freeing it to process packets to be forwarded efficiently. Thus, the control component 510 is primarily responsible for running routing protocols and/or label-based forwarding protocols, maintaining the routing tables and/or label forwarding information, sending forwarding table updates to the packet forwarding component 590, and performing system management. The example control component 510 may handle routing protocol packets, provide a management interface, provide configuration management, perform accounting, and provide alarms. The processes 530, 540, 550, 560 and 570 may be modular, and may interact with the OS kernel 520. That is, nearly all of the processes communicate directly with the OS kernel 520. Using modular software that cleanly separates processes from each other isolates problems of a given process so that such problems do not impact other processes that may be running. Additionally, using modular software facilitates easier scaling.

Still referring to Figure 5, the example OS kernel 520 may incorporate an application programming interface (API) system for external program calls and scripting capabilities. The control component 510 may be based on an Intel PCI platform running the OS from flash memory, with an alternate copy stored on the router’s hard disk. The OS kernel 520 is layered on the Intel PCI platform and establishes communication between the Intel PCI platform and processes of the control component 510. The OS kernel 520 also ensures that the forwarding tables 596 in use by the packet forwarding component 590 are in sync with those 580 in the control component 510. Thus, in addition to providing the underlying infrastructure to control component 510 software processes, the OS kernel 520 also provides a link between the control component 510 and the packet forwarding component 590.

Referring to the routing protocol process(es) 530 of Figure 5, this process(es) 530 provides routing and routing control functions within the platform. In this example, the RIP 531, ISIS 532, OSPF 533 and EIGRP 534 (and BGP 535) protocols are provided. Naturally, other routing protocols may be provided in addition, or alternatively. Similarly, the label-based forwarding protocol process(es) 540 provides label forwarding and label control functions. In this example, the LDP 536 and RSVP 537 (and BGP 535) protocols are provided. Naturally, other label-based forwarding protocols (e.g., MPLS) may be provided in addition, or alternatively. In the example router 500, the routing table(s) 539 is produced by the routing protocol process(es) 530, while the label forwarding information 545 is produced by the label-based forwarding protocol process(es) 540.

Still referring to Figure 5, the interface process(es) 550 performs configuration of the physical interfaces (e.g., 416 and 426 of Figure 4.) and encapsulation.

The example control component 510 may provide several ways to manage the router. For example, it 510 may provide a user interface process(es) 560 which allows a system operator 565 to interact with the system through configuration, modifications, and monitoring. The SNMP 585 allows SNMP-capable systems to communicate with the router platform. This also allows the platform to provide necessary SNMP information to external agents. For example, the SNMP 585 may permit management of the system from a network management station running software, such as Hewlett-Packard’s Network Node Manager (HP-NNM), through a framework, such as Hewlett-Packard’s OpenView.
Accounting of packets (generally referred to as traffic statistics) may be performed by the control component 510, thereby avoiding slowing traffic forwarding by the packet forwarding component 590.

Although not shown, the example router 500 may provide for out-of-band management, RS-232 DB9 ports for serial console and remote management access, and tertiary storage using a removable PC card. Further, although not shown, a craft interface positioned on the front of the chassis provides an external view into the internal workings of the router. It can be used as a troubleshooting tool, a monitoring tool, or both. The craft interface may include LED indicators, alarm indicators, control component ports, and/or a display screen. Finally, the craft interface may provide interaction with a command line interface (CLI) 560 via a console port, an auxiliary port, and/or a management Ethernet port.

The packet forwarding component 590 is responsible for properly outputting received packets as quickly as possible. If there is no entry in the forwarding table for a given destination or a given label and the packet forwarding component 590 cannot perform forwarding by itself, 590 may send the packets bound for that unknown destination off to the control component 510 for processing. The example packet forwarding component 590 is designed to perform Layer 2 and Layer 3 switching, route lookups, and rapid packet forwarding.

As shown in Figure 5, the example packet forwarding component 590 has an embedded microkernel 592, interface process(es) 593, distributed ASICs 594, and chassis process(es) 595, and stores a forwarding (e.g., route-based and/or label-based) table(s) 596. The microkernel 592 interacts with the interface process(es) 593 and the chassis process(es) 595 to monitor and control these functions. The interface process(es) 592 has direct communication with the OS kernel 520 of the control component 510. This communication includes forwarding exception packets and control packets to the control component 510, receiving packets to be forwarded, receiving forwarding table updates, providing information about the health of the packet forwarding component 590 to the control component 510, and permitting configuration of the interfaces from the user interface (e.g., CLI) process(es) 560 of the control component 510. The stored forwarding table(s) 596 is static until a new one is received from the control component 510. The interface process(es) 593 uses the forwarding table(s) 596 to look up next-hop information. The interface process(es) 593 also has direct communication with the distributed ASICs 594. Finally, the chassis process(es) 595 may communicate directly with the microkernel 592 and with the distributed ASICs 594.

Referring back to distributed ASICs 594 of Figure 5, Figure 6 is an example of how the ASICS may be distributed in the packet forwarding component 590 to divide the responsibility of packet forwarding. As shown in Figure 6, the ASICs of the packet forwarding component 590 may be distributed on physical interface cards (PICs) 610, flexible PIC concentrators (FPCs) 620, a midplane or backplane 630, and a system control board(s) 640 (for switching and/or forwarding). Switching fabric is also shown as a system switch board (SSB), or a switching and forwarding module (SFM) 650. Each of the PICs 610 includes one or more PIC I/O managers 615. Each of the FPCs 620 includes one or more I/O managers 622, each with an associated memory 624. The midplane/backplane 630 includes buffer managers 635a, 635b. Finally, the system control board 640 includes an internet processor 642 and an instance of the forwarding table 644 (Recall, e.g., 596 of Figure 5).

Still referring to Figure 6, the PICs 610 contain the interface ports. Each PIC 610 may be plugged into an FPC 620. Each individual PIC 610 may contain an ASIC that handles media-specific functions, such as framing or encapsulation. Some example PICs 610 provide SDH/SONET, ATM, Gigabit Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, and/or DS3/E3 interface ports.

An FPC 620 can contain from one or more PICs 610, and may carry the signals from the PICs 610 to the midplane/backplane 630 as shown in Figure 6.

The midplane/backplane 630 holds the line cards. The line cards may connect into the midplane/backplane 630 when inserted into the example router’s chassis from the front. The control component (e.g., routing engine) 510 may plug into the rear of the midplane/backplane 630 from the rear of the chassis. The midplane/backplane 630 may carry electrical (or optical) signals and power to each line card and to the control component 510.

The system control board 640 may perform forwarding lookup. It 640 may also communicate errors to the routing engine. Further, it 640 may also monitor the condition of the router based on information it receives from sensors. If an abnormal condition is detected, the system control board 640 may immediately notify the control component 510.

Referring to Figures 6, 7A and 7B, in some exemplary routers, each of the PICs 610,610’ contains at least one I/O manager ASIC 615 responsible for media-specific tasks, such as encapsulation. The packets pass through these I/O ASICs on their way into and out of the router. The I/O manager ASIC 615 on the PIC 610,610’ is responsible for managing the connection to the I/O manager ASIC 622 on the FPC 620,620’ , managing link-layer framing and creating the bit stream, performing cyclical redundancy checks (CRCs), and detecting link-layer errors and generating alarms, when appropriate. The FPC 620 includes another I/O manager ASIC 622. This ASIC 622 takes the packets from the PICs 610 and breaks them into (e.g., 64-byte) memory blocks. This FPC I/O manager ASIC 622 sends the blocks to a first distributed buffer manager (DBM) 635a, decoding encapsulation and protocol-specific information, counting packets and bytes for each logical circuit, verifying packet integrity, and applying class of service (CoS) rules to packets. At this point, the packet is first written to memory. More specifically, the example DBM ASIC 635a manages and writes packets to the shared memory 624 across all FPCs 620. In parallel, the first DBM ASIC 635a’ also extracts information on the
destination of the packet and passes this forwarding-related information to the Internet processor 642/642'. The Internet processor 642/642' performs the route lookup using the forwarding table 644 and sends the information over to a second DBM ASIC 635b'. The Internet processor ASIC 642/642' also collects exception packets (i.e., those without a forwarding table entry) and sends them to the control component 510. The second DBM ASIC 635b' then takes this information and the 64-byte blocks and forwards them to the I/O manager ASIC 622 of the egress FPC 620/620' (or multiple egress FPCs, in the case of multicast) for reassembly. (Thus, the DBM ASICs 635a' and 635b' are responsible for managing the packet memory 624 distributed across all FPCs 620/620', extracting forwarding-related information from packets, and instructing the FPC where to forward packets.)

[0058] The I/O manager ASIC 622 on the egress FPC 620/620' may perform some value-added services. In addition to incrementing time to live (TTL) values and re-encapsulating the packet for handling by the PIC 610, it can also apply class-of-service (CoS) rules. To do this, it may queue a pointer to the packet in one of the available queues, each having a share of link bandwidth, before applying the rules to the packet. Queuing can be based on various rules. Thus, the I/O manager ASIC 622 on the egress FPC 620/620' may be responsible for receiving the blocks from the second DBM ASIC 635b', incrementing TTL values, queuing a pointer to the packet, if necessary, before applying CoS rules, re-encapsulating the blocks, and sending the encapsulated packets to the PIC I/O manager ASIC 615.

[0059] Figure 8 is a flow diagram of an example method 800 for providing packet forwarding in the example router. The main acts of the method 800 are triggered when a packet is received on an ingress (incoming) port or interface. (Event 810) The types of checksum and frame checks that are required by the type of medium it serves are performed and the packet is output, as a serial bit stream. (Block 820) The packet is then decapsulated and parsed into (e.g., 64-byte) blocks. (Block 830) The packets are written to buffer memory and the forwarding information is passed on the Internet processor. (Block 840) The passed forwarding information is then used to lookup a route in the forwarding table. (Block 850) Note that the forwarding table can typically handle unicast packets that do not have options (e.g., accounting) set, and multicast packets for which it already has a cached entry. Thus, if it is determined that these conditions are met (YES branch of Decision 860), the packet forwarding component finds the next hop and egress interface, and the packet is forwarded (or queued for forwarding) to the next hop via the egress interface (Block 870) before the method 800 is left (Node 890). Otherwise, if these conditions are not met (NO branch of Decision 860), the forwarding information is sent to the control component 510 for advanced forwarding resolution (Block 880) before the method 800 is left (Node 890).

[0060] Referring back to block 870, the packet may be queued. Actually, as stated earlier with reference to Figure 6, a pointer to the packet may be queued. The packet itself may remain in the shared memory. Thus, all queuing decisions and CoS rules may be applied in the absence of the actual packet. When the pointer for the packet reaches the front of the line, the I/O manager ASIC 622 may send a request for the packet to the second DBM ASIC 635b. The DBM ASIC 635 reads the blocks from shared memory and sends them to the I/O manager ASIC 622 on the FPC 620, which then serializes the bits and sends them to the media-specific ASIC of the egress interface. The I/O manager ASIC 615 on the egress PIC 610 may apply the physical-layer framing, perform the CRC, and send the bit stream out over the link.

[0061] Referring back to block 880 of Figure 8, as well as Figure 6, regarding the transfer of control and exception packets, the system control board 640 handles nearly all exception packets. For example, the system control board 640 may pass exception packets to the control component 510.

[0062] Although example embodiments consistent with the present teachings may be implemented on the example routers of Figures 4 or 5 (See especially the BGP routing protocol 535 of Figure 5.), embodiments consistent with the present teachings may be implemented on communications network nodes (e.g., routers, switches, etc.) having different architectures. More generally, embodiments consistent with the present teachings may be implemented on an example system 900 as illustrated on Figure 9.

[0063] Figure 9 is a block diagram of an exemplary machine 900 that may perform one or more of the processes described, and/or store information used and/or generated by such processes. The exemplary machine 900 includes one or more processors 910, one or more input/output interface units 930, one or more storage devices 920, and one or more system buses and/or networks 940 for facilitating the communication of information among the coupled elements. One or more input devices 932 and one or more output devices 934 may be coupled with the one or more input/output interfaces 930. The one or more processors 910 may execute machine-executable instructions (e.g., C or C++ running on the Solaris operating system available from Sun Microsystems Inc. of Palo Alto, California or the Linux operating system widely available from a number of vendors such as Red Hat, Inc. of Durham, North Carolina) to effect one or more aspects of the present teachings. At least a portion of the machine executable instructions may be stored (temporarily or more permanently) on the one or more storage devices 920 and/or may be received from an external source via one or more input interface units 930. The machine executable instructions may be stored as various software modules, each module performing one or more operations. Functional software modules are examples of components of the teachings.

[0064] In some embodiments consistent with the present teachings, the processors 910 may be one or more microprocessors and/or ASICs. The bus 940 may include a system bus. The storage devices 920 may include system memory, such as read only memory (ROM) and/or random access memory (RAM). The storage devices 920 may also include a...
hard disk drive for reading from and writing to a hard disk, a magnetic disk drive for reading from or writing to a (e.g., removable) magnetic disk, an optical disk drive for reading from or writing to a removable (magneto-) optical disk such as a compact disk or other (magneto-) optical media, or solid-state non-volatile storage.

Some example embodiments consistent with the present teachings may also be provided as a machine-readable medium for storing the machine-executable instructions. The machine-readable medium may be non-transitory and may include, but is not limited to, flash memory, optical disks, CD-ROMs, DVD ROMs, RAMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards or any other type of machine-readable media suitable for storing electronic instructions. For example, example embodiments consistent with the present teachings may be downloaded as a computer program which may be transferred from a remote computer (e.g., a server) to a requesting computer (e.g., a client) by way of a communication link (e.g., a modem or network connection) and stored on a non-transitory storage medium. The machine-readable medium may also be referred to as a processor-readable medium.

Example embodiments consistent with the present teachings might be implemented in hardware, such as one or more field programmable gate arrays ("FPGA"s), one or more integrated circuits such as ASICs, one or more network processors, etc. Alternatively, or in addition, embodiments consistent with the present teachings might be implemented as stored program instructions executed by a processor. Such hardware and/or software might be provided in an addressed data (e.g., packet, cell, etc.) forwarding device (e.g., a switch, a router, etc.), a laptop computer, desktop computer, a tablet computer, a mobile phone, or any device that has computing and networking capabilities.

With reference to Figure 10, an example is now described illustrating operations in a sample implementation. Figure 10 shows an example environment 100 illustrating operations of an example method for providing a drop-sensitive prefix BGP path attribute modification. Referring back to Figure 1, Figure 10 depicts an environment 1000 in which an ISP 110 has two of its Gateway (GW) routers 120a, 120b having eBGP peering sessions with customer edge devices 140a, 140b of the same Enterprise customer 130. The ISP 110 advertises the network address prefixes of the Enterprise customer 130 internally to its other GW routers (e.g., 120c) through internal BGP (iBGP). Recall from Figure 1 that, in accordance with BGP, the GW router 2 120b was used as the primary gateway for the Enterprise customer's network address prefixes (due to its higher LP values), while the GW router 1 120a was available as the backup (due to its lower LP values). This selection or configuration may be based on BGP path attributes such as local preference, AS path, origin, etc. In this example, it was assumed that BGP selected the GW router with the highest local preference (LP) value for a given network address prefix as the primary gateway for that prefix. Recall from Figure 1, that since the GW router 2 120b had a higher local preference value than that of GW router 1 120a for all of the network address prefixes of the customer 130 (120>100), it was assumed that BGP used GW router 2 120b as the primary gateway for the network address prefixes of customer 130 (where GW router 1 120a was available as the backup gateway).

Still referring to Figure 10, assume that the link 115b between the primary GW 120b and the customer edge device (e.g., customer router) 140b experienced congestion, and a sufficient number (and/or rate) of data packets were being dropped at the output (e.g., the output queue) of the GW router 2 120b such that a "traffic offload condition" was met. (Recall YES branch of Condition 230.) Under this scenario, the GW router 2 120b changes the local preference attributes of the first five IP address prefixes for the customer 130 from "120" to "50." (Although the first five, or the first 50%, of the IP address prefixes were selected for attribute change in this example, other ways of determining the number of IP address prefixes to have their attributes changed, and selecting which of the IP address prefixes are to have their attributes changed, are possible. In fact, as described above, such determinations and selections may be user configurable, for example. Also, the amount by which these values are dropped is user configurable.) The changed local preference attributes of the first five IP address prefixes for the customer 130 are communicated to the other routers (or gateway routers) of the AS 110 via iBGP. In this instance GW router 2 120b communicates the changed attributes to (at least) GW router 3 120c. If GW router 3 120c uses the route with the highest BGP local preference, it will select GW router 1 120a for the first five IP address prefixes of customer 130 (since LP=100 > LP=50), but will continue to select GW router 2 120b for the last five IP address prefixes of the customer 130 (since LP=120 > LP=100). Although not shown, if the link 115b remains congested and the "traffic offload condition" is still met due to dropped packets, the attributes of more of the IP address may be changed in one or more additional iterations of the method.

As can be appreciated from the foregoing example, example embodiments consistent with the present teachings can offload traffic from an egress GW router by properly configuring the egress GW router and using BGP protocol.

The foregoing example methods and apparatus can be implemented and extended in different ways. For example, the drop-sensitive BGP path attributes can be exchanged between GW routers as new BGP capabilities. As another example, analytics on the traffic (e.g., jflow provided by the JUNOS operating system used on Juniper routers) may be used to determine the particular prefix(es) that is driving the most amount of traffic. The traffic can be more intelligently separated (e.g., programmatically) using such information. The two foregoing extensions may be used by an external Orchestration/Control unit (such as the Juniper control system (JCS), for example), to make more holistic traffic optimizing decisions.

In at least some example embodiments consistent with the present teachings, the service provider is notified of a problem through a community string for the problem prefix. Assume, for example, that when the prefix is identified,
it is marked by a community string of 666:666 and is then re-advertised by the router 2. Under this example embodiment, the service provider will have a policy, which translates this string 666:666 to a "data-overload" problem in the network somewhere. The service provider can then find the origin of 666:666 and try to fix the problem manually. Here the advantage is the faster recognition of the problem and more reactive.

Clause 1. For use in a system including a first autonomous system (AS) configured to have a first gateway router forward data associated with a set of one or more Internet Protocol (IP) address prefixes, to a second AS via a first link to a first external border gateway protocol (eBGP) peer device of the second AS, a method comprising: a) receiving information about dropped data packets at an output of the first gateway router; b) determining whether a data traffic offload condition exists using the received information; c) changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set; and d) generating a BGP update message including the changed one or more path attributes for communication to at least one internal border gateway protocol (iBGP) peer device in the first AS.

Clause 2. The method of clause 1 wherein the first autonomous system is an Internet service provider and wherein the second autonomous system is a customer of the Internet service provider.

Clause 3. The method of clause 1 or 2 wherein the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set includes changing a local preference BGP path attribute of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set.

Clause 4. The method of clause 1, 2 or 3 wherein the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set includes decreasing a local preference BGP path attribute of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set.

Clause 5. The method of any of clauses 1 to 4 wherein the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set includes changing at least one of (A) an AS path BGP path attribute, (B) an origin BGP path attribute, and (C) a communities BGP path attribute, of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set.

Clause 6. The method of any of clauses 1 to 5, further comprising generating, using an interface statistics counter, the received information about dropped data packets at an output of the first gateway router.

Clause 7. The method of any of clauses 1 to 6, further comprising generating, using a management information base (MIB) of a simple network management protocol (SNMP), the received information about dropped data packets at an output of the first gateway router.

Clause 8. The method of any of clauses 1 to 7 wherein the act of determining whether a "data traffic offload" condition exists using the received information includes determining whether (A) a measured dropped packet per time period value, or (B) a measured dropped byte per time period value, included in the received information exceeds a predetermined parameter.

Clause 9. The method of clause 8 wherein (A) a measured dropped packet per time period value, or (B) a measured dropped byte per time period value, is taken from an output queue of the first gateway router.

Clause 10. The method of clause 8 wherein (A) a measured dropped packet per time period value, or (B) a measured dropped byte per time period value, is taken from an output interface of the first gateway router.

Clause 11. The method of any preceding clause wherein the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set consist of a predetermined number of the one or more IP address prefixes.

Clause 12. The method of any preceding clause wherein the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set consist of a predetermined percentage of the one or more IP address prefixes.

Clause 13. The method of any preceding clause wherein the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set are selected randomly.

Clause 14. The method of any preceding clause wherein the at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set are selected in accordance with a predefined heuristic.

Clause 15. The method of clause 14 wherein the predefined heuristic considers the amount of traffic destined for each of the IP address prefixes of the set.

Clause 16. The method of any preceding clause wherein the acts of (a) receiving, (b) determining, (c) changing, and (d) generating are all performed locally, on the first gateway router.

Clause 17. The method of any preceding clause wherein the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set includes changing a local preference BGP path attribute of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set.
some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set, responsive to a determination that a data traffic offload condition exists, such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set, is performed by a centralized control unit external to the first gateway router.

Clause 18. The method of any preceding clause further comprising sending, by the first gateway router, a packet drop sensitive BGP attribute as a BGP capability to an iBGP peer.

Clause 19. For use in a system including a first autonomous system (AS) configured to have a first edge device forward data associated with a set of one or more Internet Protocol (IP) address prefixes, to a second AS via a first link to a first border device of the second AS, a method comprising: a) receiving information about dropped data at the output of the first edge device; b) determining whether a data traffic offload condition exists using the received information; c) changing one or more attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set, responsive to a determination that a data traffic offload condition exists, such that the first edge device will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set; and d) outputting the changed one or more attributes for communication to at least one other data forwarding device of the first AS.

Clause 20. A first gateway router configured to forward data associated with a set of one or more IP address prefixes to an external autonomous system (AS) system via a first link to a first external border gateway protocol (eBGP) peer device of the second AS, the first gateway router comprising: a) at least one processor; and b) a storage device storing processor executable instructions which, when executed by the at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to perform a method including 1) receiving information about dropped data packets at an output of the first gateway router; 2) determining whether a data traffic offload condition exists using the received information; 3) changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the one or more of the IP address prefixes of the set, responsive to a determination that a data traffic offload condition exists, such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set; and d) generating a BGP update message including the changed one or more path attributes for communication to at least one internal border gateway protocol (iBGP) peer device.

As should be appreciated from the foregoing, example embodiments consistent with the present teachings can provide an improved solution to the problem of data packets dropped at an output (e.g., egress) of the first GW router (or more generally, a first edge device) while the first link between the first GW router and the first eBGP peer device (or more generally, a first customer edge device) of the second AS is still "up" and while an eBGP session between the first GW router and the first eBGP peer is still up. Such example embodiments avoid the need of a manually implemented, reactive, fix that is invoked only after the dropped data packets become very apparent to the customer.

Example embodiments consistent with the present teachings can be implemented locally, even on a single router. (That is, unlike protocols such as RSVP, these example embodiments don’t require the entire network (or entire AS) to have the same capabilities for support. Rather, mechanisms supported by the existing BGP protocol are exploited. Similarly, the example methods can be implemented without requiring two different networks to exchange any new attributes. Consequently, it is possible for a single vendor to implement it independent of other vendors.

Claims

1. A method for use in a system including a first autonomous system, AS, (110) configured to have a first gateway router (120a, 120b) forward data associated with a set of Internet Protocol, IP, address prefixes, to a second AS (130) via a first link (115a, 115b) to a first external border gateway protocol, eBGP, peer device (140a, 140b) of the second AS, the method comprising:

receiving by the first gateway router information about data packets dropped at an output of the first gateway router and associating the received information with the set of IP address prefixes;

determining by the first gateway router whether a data traffic offload condition exists using the received information;

changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set, responsive to a determination that a data traffic offload condition exists, such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set;

generating by the first gateway router a BGP update message including the changed one or more path attributes for communication to at least one internal border gateway protocol, iBGP, peer device (120c) in the first AS; and sending, by the first gateway router, a packet drop sensitive BGP attribute as a BGP capability to an iBGP peer.
2. The method of claim 1 wherein the first autonomous system is an Internet service provider and wherein the second autonomous system is a customer of the Internet service provider.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2 wherein the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set includes changing a local preference BGP path attribute of at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set.

4. The method of claim 1, 2 or 3 wherein the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set includes decreasing a local preference BGP path attribute of at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set.

5. The method of any preceding claim wherein the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set includes changing at least one of (A) an AS path BGP path attribute, (B) an origin BGP path attribute, and (C) a communities BGP path attribute, of at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set.

6. The method of any preceding claim, further comprising generating, using an interface statistics counter, the received information about data packets, associated with the set of IP address prefixes, dropped at an output of the first gateway router.

7. The method of any preceding claim, further comprising generating, using a management information base, MIB, of a simple network management protocol, SNMP, the received information about data packets, associated with the set of IP address prefixes, dropped at an output of the first gateway router.

8. The method of any preceding claim wherein the act of determining whether a "data traffic offload" condition exists using the received information includes determining whether a measured dropped packet per time period value, or a measured dropped byte per time period value, included in the received information exceeds a predetermined parameter, wherein a measured dropped packet per time period value or a measured dropped byte per time period value is taken from an output queue of the first gateway router.

9. The method of any preceding claim wherein the at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set consist of one or more selected from the group comprising: a predetermined number of the IP address prefixes; a predetermined percentage of the IP address prefixes; and a random selection from the IP address prefixes.

10. The method of any preceding claim wherein the at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set are selected in accordance with a predefined heuristic, wherein the predefined heuristic considers the amount of traffic destined for each of the IP address prefixes of the set.

11. The method of any preceding claim wherein the acts of receiving, determining, changing, and generating are all performed locally, on the first gateway router.

12. The method of any of claims 1 to 11 wherein the act of changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set, responsive to a determination that a data traffic offload condition exists, such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set, is performed by a centralized control unit external to the first gateway router.

13. The method of any preceding claim wherein the changing the one or more path attributes of the at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set, and the generating by the first gateway router the BGP update message including the changed one or more path attributes, make it more likely that a second gateway router, configured to forward data associated with the set of IP address prefixes to the second AS via a second link to a second eBGP peer device of the second AS, will forward data associated with the at least some of the one or more IP address prefixes of the set.

14. A first gateway router (120a, 120b) configured to forward data associated with a set of IP address prefixes to an external autonomous system, AS, system (130) via a first link (115a, 115b) to a first external border gateway protocol,
eBGP, peer device (140a, 140b) of the second AS, the first gateway router comprising:

- at least one processor; and a storage device storing processor-executable instructions which, when executed by
  the at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to perform a method including

  - receiving information about data packets dropped at an output of the first gateway router and associating the received
    information with the set of IP address prefixes;
  - determining whether a data traffic offload condition exists using the received information;
  - changing one or more path attributes of at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set, responsive to a
determination that a data traffic offload condition exists, such that the first gateway router will be less likely to forward data associated with the at least some of the IP address prefixes of the set;
  - generating a BGP update message including the changed one or more path attributes for communication to at least one internal border gateway protocol, iBGP, peer device (120c); and
  - sending, by the first gateway router, a packet drop sensitive BGP attribute as a BGP capability to an iBGP peer.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren für den Einsatz in einem System, das ein erstes autonomes System (AS) (110) enthält, das dazu ausgelegt ist, einen ersten Gateway-Router (120a, 120b) zu veranlassen, mit einem Satz von Internet Protocol (IP)-Adresspräfixen verknüpfte Daten zu einem zweiten AS (130) über einen ersten Link (115a, 115b) mit einem ersten externen Border Gateway Protocol (eBGP)-Peergerät (140a, 140b) des zweiten AS weiterzuleiten, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

   - Empfangen, durch den ersten Gateway-Router, von Informationen über Datenpakete, die an einem Ausgang des ersten Gateway-Routers fallengelassen wurden, und Verknüpfen der empfangenen Informationen mit dem Satz von IP-Adresspräfixen;
   - Bestimmen, durch den ersten Gateway-Router mithilfe der empfangenen Informationen, ob eine Datenverkehr-Abladebedingung existiert;
   - Ändern eines oder mehrerer Pfadattribute von mindestens einigen der IP-Adresspräfixe des Satzes in Reaktion auf eine Bestimmung, dass eine Datenverkehr-Abladebedingung existiert, so dass es weniger wahrscheinlich ist, dass der erste Gateway-Router-Daten weiterleitet, die mit mindestens einigen der IP-Adresspräfixe des Satzes verknüpft sind;
   - Erzeugen, durch den ersten Gateway-Router, einer BGP-Aktualisierungsnachricht, die die geänderten ein oder mehr Pfadattribute für Kommunikation mit mindestens einem internen Border Gateway Protocol (iBGP)-Peergerät (120c) in dem ersten AS enthält; und
   - Senden, durch den ersten Gateway-Router, eines paketverlust-empfindlichen BGP-Attributs als BGP-Fähigkeit zu einem iBGP-Peer.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das erste autonome System ein Internet-Dienstanbieter ist, und wobei das zweite autonome System ein Kunde des Internet-Dienstanbieters ist.


5. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Akt des Ändern eines oder mehrerer Pfadattribute von mindestens einigen der IP-Adresspräfixe des Satzes dahingehend, dass es weniger wahrscheinlich ist, dass der erste Gateway-Router mit den mindestens einigen der IP-Adresspräfixe des Satzes verknüpfte Daten weiterleitet, das Ändern von mindestens einem der Posten (A) eines AS-Pfad-BGP-Pfadattributs, (B) eines Ursprungs-BGP-Pfadattributs und (C) eines Gemeinschafts-BGP-Pfadattributs von mindestens einigen der IP-Adress-
spräfixe des Satzes einschließt.


8. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Akt des Bestimmens, ob eine Bedingung für "Datenverkehr-Abladung" existiert, unter Verwendung der empfangenen Informationen das Bestimmen einschließt, ob ein gemessener Paketverlustwert pro Zeitraum, oder ein gemessener Byteverlustwert pro Zeitraum, der in den empfangenen Informationen enthalten ist, einen vorbestimmten Parameter überschreitet, wobei ein gemessener Paketverlustwert pro Zeitraum oder ein gemessener Byteverlustwert pro Zeitraum von einer Ausgabewarteschlange des ersten Gateway-Routers genommen wird.


11. Verfahren nach einem beliebigen der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Akte des Empfangens, Bestimmens, Änderns und Erzeugens alle lokal auf dem ersten Gateway-Router durchgeführt werden.

12. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11, wobei der Akt des Änderns von einem oder mehreren Pfadattributen von mindestens einigen der IP-Adresspräfixe des Satzes in Reaktion auf eine Bestimmung, dass eine Datenverkehr-Abladebedingung existiert, so dass es weniger wahrscheinlich ist, dass der erste Gateway-Router Daten weiterleitet, die mit mindestens einigen der IP-Adresspräfixe verknüpft sind, von einer zentralisierten Steuereinheit durchgeführt wird, die extern zu dem ersten Gateway-Router ist.


14. Erster Gateway-Router (120a, 120b), der dazu ausgelegt ist, mit einem Satz von IP-Adresspräfixen verknüpfte Daten zu einem externen autonomem System (AS) (130) über einen ersten Link (115a, 115b) mit einem ersten externen Border Gateway Protocol (eBGP)-Peergerät (140a, 140b) des zweiten AS weiterzuleiten, wobei der erste Gateway-Router Folgendes umfasst: mindestens einen Prozessor; und ein Speichergerät, das prozessor-ausführbare Anweisungen speichert, die, wenn sie von dem mindestens einen Prozessor ausgeführt werden, den mindestens einen Prozessor veranlassen, ein Verfahren durchzuführen, das Folgendes umfasst: Empfangen von Informationen über Datenpakete, die an einem Ausgang des ersten Gateway-Routers fallengelassen wurden, und Verknüpfen der empfangenen Informationen mit dem Satz von IP-Adresspräfixen; Bestimmen mithilfe der empfangenen Informationen, ob eine Datenverkehr-Abladebedingung existiert; Ändern von einem oder mehreren Pfadattributen von mindestens einigen der IP-Adresspräfixe des Satzes in Reaktion auf eine Bestimmung, dass eine Datenverkehr-Abladebedingung existiert, so dass es weniger wahr-
scheinlich ist, dass der erste Gateway-Router Daten weiterleitet, die mit mindestens einigen der IP-Adresspräfixe des Satzes verknüpft sind;
Erzeugen einer BGP-Aktualisierungsnachricht, die die geänderten ein oder mehreren Pfadattribute für Kommunikation mit mindestens einem internen Border Gateway Protocol (iBGP)-Peergerät (120c) in dem ersten AS enthält; und
Senden, durch den ersten Gateway-Router, eines paketverlust-empfindlichen BGP-Attributs als BGP-Fähigkeit zu einem iBGP-Peer.

Revendications

1. Procédé destiné à être utilisé dans un système comprenant un premier système autonome, AS, (110) configuré pour avoir un premier routeur de passerelle (120a, 120b) qui transmet des données associées à un ensemble de préfixes d’adresses de protocole Internet, IP, à un second AS (130) par l’intermédiaire d’une première liaison (115a, 115b) vers un premier dispositif homologue de protocole de passerelle de frontière externe, eBGP, (140a, 140b) du second AS, le procédé comprenant les étapes suivantes :

   recevoir, par le premier routeur de passerelle, des informations sur des paquets de données abandonnés à une sortie du premier routeur de passerelle et associer les informations reçues à l’ensemble de préfixes d’adresses IP ;
   déterminer, par le premier routeur de passerelle, s’il existe une condition de délestage de trafic de données au moyen des informations reçues ;
   modifier un ou plusieurs attributs de chemin d’au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble, en réponse à la détermination de l’existence d’une condition de délestage de trafic de données, de manière à ce que le premier routeur de passerelle soit moins susceptible de transmettre les données associées à au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble ;
   générer, par le premier routeur de passerelle, un message de mise à jour BGP comprenant les un ou plusieurs attributs de chemin modifiés pour la communication vers au moins un dispositif homologue (120c) de protocole de passerelle de frontière interne, iBGP, dans le premier AS ; et
   envoyer, par le premier routeur de passerelle, un attribut BGP sensible à l’abandon de paquets comme capacité BGP à un homologue d’iBGP.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le premier système autonome est un fournisseur de services Internet et dans lequel le second système autonome est un client du fournisseur de services Internet.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2, dans lequel le fait de changer un ou plusieurs attributs de chemin d’au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble de manière à ce que le premier routeur de passerelle soit moins susceptible de transmettre des données associées à au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble comprend de changer un attribut de chemin BGP de préférence local d’au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble.

4. Procédé selon les revendications 1, 2 ou 3, dans lequel le fait de changer un ou plusieurs attributs de chemin d’au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble de manière à ce que le premier routeur de passerelle soit moins susceptible de transmettre des données associées à au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble comprend de diminuer un attribut de chemin BGP de préférence local d’au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes dans lequel le fait de changer un ou plusieurs attributs de chemin d’au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble de manière à ce que le premier routeur de passerelle soit moins susceptible de transmettre des données associées à au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble comprend de changer au moins un des attributs suivants : (A) un attribut de chemin BGP de chemin AS, (B) un attribut de chemin BGP d’origine et (C) un attribut de chemin BGP de communautés, d’au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre de générer, au moyen d’un compteur de statistiques d’interface, les informations reçues sur les paquets de données, associées à l’ensemble de préfixes d’adresses IP, abandonnés à une sortie du premier routeur de passerelle.
7. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre de générer, au moyen d’une base d’informations de gestion, MIB, d’un protocole de gestion de réseau unique, SNMP, les informations reçues sur les paquets de données, associées à l’ensemble des préfixes d’adresses IP, abandonnés à une sortie du premier routeur de passerelle.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes dans lequel l’acte de déterminer si une condition de « délestage de trafic de données » existe en utilisant les informations reçues comprend de déterminer si un paquet abandonné mesuré par valeur de période de temps, ou un octet abandonné mesuré par valeur de période de temps, inclus dans les informations reçues dépasse un paramètre prédéterminé, où un paquet abandonné mesuré par valeur de période de temps ou un octet abandonné mesuré par valeur de période de temps est extrait d’une file d’attente de sortie du premier routeur de passerelle.

9. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les au moins certains préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble consistent en un ou plusieurs préfixes sélectionnés dans le groupe comprenant : un nombre prédéterminé des préfixes d’adresses IP ; un pourcentage prédéterminé des préfixes d’adresses IP ; et une sélection aléatoire parmi les préfixes d’adresses IP.


11. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les actes de réception, de détermination, de modification et de génération sont tous effectués localement, sur le premier routeur de passerelle.

12. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 11, dans lequel le fait de changer un ou plusieurs attributs de chemin d’au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble, en réponse à une détermination qu’une condition de délestage de trafic de données existe, de manière à ce que le premier routeur de passerelle soit moins susceptible de transmettre des données associées à au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble, est exécuté par une unité de commande centralisée externe au premier routeur de passerelle.


14. Premier routeur de passerelle (120a, 120b) configuré pour transmettre des données associées à un ensemble de préfixes d’adresses IP à un système autonome externe, AS, (130) par l’intermédiaire une première liaison (115a, 115b) vers un premier dispositif homologue de protocole de passerelle de frontière externe, eBGP, (140a, 140b) du second AS, le premier routeur de passerelle comprenant :

- au moins un processeur ; et
- un dispositif de stockage stockant des instructions exécutables par le processeur qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par l’au moins un processeur, amènent l’au moins un processeur à exécuter un procédé comprenant les étapes suivantes :

  - recevoir des informations sur des paquets de données abandonnés à une sortie du premier routeur de passerelle et associer les informations reçues à l’ensemble de préfixes d’adresses IP ;
  - déterminer s’il existe une condition de délestage de trafic de données au moyen des informations reçues ;
  - modifier un ou plusieurs attributs de chemin d’au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble, en réponse à la détermination de l’existence d’une condition de délestage de trafic de données, de manière à ce que le premier routeur de passerelle soit moins susceptible de transmettre les données associées à au moins certains des préfixes d’adresses IP de l’ensemble ;
  - générer un message de mise à jour BGP comprenant les attributs de chemin modifiés pour la communication vers au moins un dispositif homologue (120c) de protocole de passerelle de frontière interne, iBGP ; et
envoyer, par le premier routeur de passerelle, un attribut BGP sensible à l’abandon de paquets comme capacité BGP à un homologue d’iBGP.
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